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ABOUT US

Our History
We are “Adore Models,” a modeling agency located in
Bandra specifically designed for the appeal of youngsters.
Adore Models recruits, grooms and represents upcoming
fresh talents.
The company was established in the summer of 2018,
It represents models and actors and works with the
regional and international marketplaces for all areas of the
industry including Runway models, print models for all
areas of advertising, promotional models and actors for
films, television theatre and digital.
 

 Mission & Vision
We nurture and train our models by bestowing upon them
certain services.
We provide them with master classes on-ramp walking,
groom them with workshops on the betterment of acting,
and photo shoots to curate our models’ portfolios to help
them grow and blossom into the professional models they
can truly become.
The individuality of each model/actor is recognized as an
asset to their career. We assess their personalities,
aesthetics, vibes, traits, quirks, and talents that they’re
comprised of. We would never want to modify our talents’
characteristics, but simply aid them into helping it be
beneficial to their career.
“Adore Models” functions together as a family by
supporting, educating and shaping our models into
becoming skilled and polished professional models who
can adapt to any type of situation. We brief them about
information related to the industry, its ins, and outs, and
are always there to lend moral and emotional support,
often acting as a safeguard and a guide as they
progress in their total development of professionalism.
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J Y O T I  G A U T A M

FACE OF THE MONTH
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They say you cant really measure success, but

you sure can note down small progresses that

help us in the long run.

WORK
OF THE
MONTH.

 

For Manyavar Mohey

For Lodha World Tower For Facebook For Sofy
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Akshun
Mahajan
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Vernon

 

Alfisha
Ansari
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LATEST FASHION TRENDS
TO WATCH OUT FOR:

It seemed like summer parted in a vigorous haste and dark clouds have already started brooding
 over the whitewashed sky. But don’t let the monsoon rain on your fashion parade! We bring 

up some tips and trends from the latest monsoon fad to keep up with your vogue quotient.

1)Take it up a notch: It can be very difficult to wear
 and manage full length pants and skirts given the 

muddy bloodbath that takes place during monsoon. 
Gone are the days of feminine loose skirts. The

knee lengthed shorts are in for a good time and are 
working great for both the sexes. High waist shorts 
too are in the run and are really adding on to that 

chic look and being monsoon safe.
 

2)Playing colour safe: Even though colours can 
add a little allure to the otherwise bland 

background, light coloured tops or dresses can 
leave ugly wet patterns on getting drenched. So 

you can shift to darker outfits with balancing them 
out with colorful embroidery getting the best 

of both worlds.
 

3)Going neon: Try hoarding all the neon you can 
lay your hands on and thankfully, there are many!
Windcheaters, umbrellas, footwears, totes, and 
almost anything under the cloud can make you 

stand out with neon. We swear by this colour
palette. 

In this monsoon season, its either go neon or go
home.

 
4)Coloured pumps: The best and safest footwear 
you can invest on are pumps that will protect your 

feet and also give you the sleek look you need. 
Invest in coloured pumps that are easily washable 

to get the monsoon game strong.
 

5)Material matters: Nylon, blended cotton, silk are 
the materials that will make it easier for you to 

withstand the monsoon dampness. They will dry 

Out faster than the rest minimizing on the
discomfort.

 
6)Print fun: Just because its monsoon, your 

ensemble shouldn’t be suffering from any fashion 
crisis. Opt for Geometrics, prints and polkas that 

keep monsoon fun and lively.
 

7)Tie dye: We’ve missed them for a really long 
time and they’re blessing us now with their 

comeback. Look out for the hippy designs and 
cool colour fusions that will help you up your game.

 
8)Fringes: This detailing is all over the place! 

Be it Dresses, sandals, leathers, boots, jackets,
 earrings, bags, not even a single accessory we 
can think of is unconsumed by this trend. Easy 

to style, fringes will make you stand out of 
the crowd without a struggle.

 
9)Sequins/ metallics: Glitters and shimmers 
may seem like disco luxuries, but theyre an 

integral part of all that monsoon extravaganza. 
Metallics are continuing to steal the show

 with their sheeny finish and works great when 
paired as a jacket. The key to balance it 

out is by not getting carried away by it
 and use it adequately to plan out a sleek yet 

elegant look.
 

10)Micro purses: Micro purses are the little things
 that are taking the fashion world by storm! Although

 there are questions regarding their utility, they
fascinatingly enough add a style quotient powerful 

enough to make you look super glam!
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HEALTH TIPS EVERY

 MODEL SWEARS BY
Its essential for every human being to have a great body and a healthy lifestyle to look 

and feel good. This indirectly helps your overall work performance too. But when it 
comes to models, their health and lifestyle has a direct effect on their career. No 

matter what the size or skin colour, no unhealthy model makes up for a great 
magazine cover or ramp. Nobody can fake that natural glow on their face. So 
around the world, many models have adopted to a healthy lifestyle by making 
few significant changes in their daily life routine. We have handpicked some 

easy to manifest and helpful tips that will help budding models outshine the rest.

Eating organic: Picking and adding organic veggies in your basket is the first 
step. Avoiding chemically processed vegetables can show a huge difference on your

 face and body. This doesn’t have to be as boring as it sounds! Try experimenting 
with the recipes for a fun lunch.

 
Reduce carbs and refined sugars: Carbs and refined sugar harm your body’s metabolic

 rates in unexplicable ways. They make way for unwanted fats that no amount of exercise 
can make up for. Its better to avoid them as much as possible and only indulge in them 

once in a while. Better safe than sorry!
 

Loads of water: This has to be the most basic and the most underrated methods
 of instantly acquiring a healthy looking body. Hydration is the key. Water is the 

most basic ingredient needed to give your body the healthy natural glow no other
 facial or diet can provide.

 
No smoking: Just as there are significant additions to our lifestyle, they need the 

subtractions of some viscious ones for reaping its overall benefits. Many models have 
undergone this transformational decision in their lifestyle and are so glad they did. 
Not smoking can prove to be a major advantage in your overall features helping 

you look more supple and fit.
 

Enough sleep: Many models swear by this basic lifestyle commitment. It can be hard 
given the untimely shoots, but making up your mind about it and training your body 

that way can go a long way in making you look more youthful and glowing. 
Reduced Dark circles and vanished puffy eyebags are the cookie bonuses!
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Healthy mind, healthy body: Even after all of this there can be times when your 
body wants to give up. Let it be. Learn to take a break when needed and prioritise 
your body needs above everything else. Also remember that nobody’s perfect. So 

its ok to have a breakout sometimes, take that time to chill out! Mental health is 
of equal importance and needs to be catered to equally.

 

Moisturize the skin: Having a nighttime skin routine can have huge benefits on the
skin. It can be using your favourite nourishing products or swearing by some
 age old skin traditions. The goal is to moisturize your skin and keep it free of

unwanted toxins, and retain the natural glowy, radiant skin.

Maintaining that perfect food balance: Although it can
be difficult to eat healthy while on a shoot and you

might be served some junk on the set, try to pack in a
healthy salad for snacks. Fruit smoothies, juices,

milkshake, salads are the best natural energizers you’ll
need. Once you start experiencing the benefits they
reap, you will ditch those processed drinks forever!
Many of us can find it hard to abandon our love for
burgers and pizzas, the secret is to indulge in them

moderately and making up for it by effective workout.
A lot of A-listed models do that too!
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Type O blood: A high-protein diet heavy on lean meat, poultry, fish, and 
vegetables, and light on grains, beans, and dairy. D'Adamo also recommends 
various supplements to help with tummy troubles and other issues he says 

people with type O tend to have.
Type A blood: A meat-free diet based on fruits and vegetables, beans and 

legumes, and whole grains -- ideally, organic and fresh, because D'Adamo says 
people with type A blood have a sensitive immune system.

Type B blood: Avoid corn, wheat, buckwheat, lentils, tomatoes, peanuts, and sesame seeds. 
Chicken is also problematic, D'Adamo says. He encourages eating green 

vegetables, eggs, certain meats, and low-fat dairy.
Type AB blood: Foods to focus on include tofu, seafood, dairy, and green vegetables. 

He says people with type AB blood tend to have low stomach acid. Avoid caffeine, 
alcohol, and smoked or cured meats. Level of Effort: High

If you don't already know your blood type, you'll need to find that out. The results 
will determine exactly what you need to do.

Limitations: Depending on your blood type, you may need to severely restrict the foods 
you eat. Cooking and shopping: Your blood type will determine your shopping list 

and your choices when eating out. Packaged foods or meals? None required.
In-person meetings? No.

Exercise: The Blood Type Diet recommends exercises based on your blood type. 
For instance, it suggests yoga or tai chi for type As, and vigorous aerobic exercises

 like jogging or biking for up to an hour a day for type Os.
Does It Allow for Dietary Restrictions or Preferences?

Because the diet dictates that you eat very specific types of food based on your 
blood type, it doesn't allow much for personal tastes.

For example, if you're a big fan of meat and potatoes, you won't be very happy on the
type A diet, which is mostly vegetarian.

There are even recommendations about the types of spices and condimentsyou can use.
If you're looking for a diet that's gluten-free, you should know that this diet doesn't 

ban gluten. You may be able to make choices that are gluten-free, if you read 
food labels carefully.

Could eating a diet based on your blood type -- O, A, B, or AB -- help you trim down 
and get healthier? That's the idea behind the Blood Type Diet, created by 

naturopath Peter J. D'Adamo. D'Adamo claims that the foods you eat react chemically 
with your blood type. If you follow a diet designed for your blood type, your body 
will digest food more efficiently. You'll lose weight, have more energy, and help 

prevent disease. What You Can Eat That depends on your blood type. 
Here's what D'Adamo recommends for each type:

The Blood Type Diet
By Stephanie Watson

Courtesy: www.webmd.com
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What Else You Should Know
Cost: D'Adamo recommends a lot of specialty and organic foods (such as soy milk and

carob chip cookies), which can be pricey. Vitamin and herbal supplements
 are also part of the diet.

Support: You do this diet on your own.
 

What Dr. Melinda Ratini Says:
Does It Work?

One study found that adults eating the type A diet showed improved health 
markers, but this occurred in everyone, not just those with type A blood type. 

In 2013, a major review concluded that no evidence exists to support benefits of blood
type diets.

It's likely that you would lose weight, though, 
because the diet can be very restrictive.

 
Is It Good for Certain Conditions?

The Blood Type Diet makes recommendations based solely on your blood type. 
So, if you have a chronic condition (say, diabetes), you may be told to eat high protein,

while another person with diabetes may have to avoid dairy or chicken. 
This may conflict with your diabetes treatment plan.

The American Diabetes Association recommends a more practical approach 
to your day-to-day eating. It also cautions against focusing on specific foods. 

In most cases it doesn't recommend cutting out any major food groups.
The Blood Type Diet also fails to address other conditions such as heart disease, 

high blood pressure, or cholesterol. Any needed weight loss is sure to have a 
positive impact on these conditions. But no matter your blood type, you should follow the
same guidelines issued by The American Heart Association (AHA) for a low-fat and low-
salt diet. Also, everyone should aim for 150 minutes of aerobic exercise per week and at

least 2 days of strength training per week.
 

The Final Word
On The Blood Type Diet, you’ll avoid processed food and simple carbs. 

That may be enough to help you lose some weight. 
But any weight loss on this diet has not been linked to your blood type. There’s also no

research proving that this diet can aid in digestion or give you more energy.
Although you'll buy and prepare your own foods on this plan, 

your choices are limited depending on your blood type. 
So be prepared to spend some time in the kitchen.

The diet may quickly become expensive, too, since the author recommends 
you buy organics as well as his own line of supplements.

If the Blood Type Diet intrigues you, consider this: The science is stacked behind
traditional recommendations for healthy eating for weight loss -- not restrictions based

on the type of your blood.

Courtesy: www.webmd.com
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BTS
THE MAGIC BEHIND THE SHOOTS.

MAY, 2019
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B E H I N D  E V E R Y
S U C C E S S F U L  C O M P A N Y ,
T H E R E ' S  A N  E Q U A L L Y
H A R D W O R K I N G  T E A M .  A N D
T H A N K F U L L Y  W E ' R E
R E A L L Y  B L E S S E D  I N  T H A T
A S P E C T .

A B O U T
T H E

T E A M

FOUNDER & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NISHANT JADHWANI

Nishant founded Adore in August 2018 with a vision for
doing something for the youth. He originally acquired

the idea in college, and got inspired from that point on.
In pursuit of his plan, he began to assist casting

directors for three years, and worked on projects like
Rock On 2, and various advertisements as a casting

assistant. He chose to start Adore Models, a modelling
agency exclusively for youngsters so that they may
have a chance to achieve their dreams. Nishant is a

really strong believer of hard work and being passionate
about every aspect of his work. He overlooks all the
operations of the business, the process of hiring new
talent, overlooking the production of content, photo

shoots, actively marketing the company, and creating
an outline for the future of the company.

MENTOR AND MARKETING HEAD
RAHUL PUNJABI

Rahul is working in the industry from past 15
years and his day-to-day work consists of getting

in touch with new clients and proposing new
ideas for the company.

VICE-PRESIDENT AND ADMINISTRATOR
VRAJ MAKWANA

Vraj is the right-hand man to the founder of the agency
as it is his job to oversee every office work that goes in

and out. He manages casting, clientele, and models. He
is the manager of the HR department and is the perfect
man for the job because he is known for always being

super friendly.

MARKETING ASSISTANT
VIDUSHI TANKARIA

Vidushi is our most cheerful, outgoing and friendly staff
that we've got on board. Alongwith reaching out to all

prospective clients and models, she's excellent at getting
the work really going and helping the team out

PHOTOGRAPHER & CREATIVES
AMEER

He is a part of our professional photography team.
Ameer’s role in our agency as a part of the Creatives team

is to coordinate with the team of Creatives and the
Director for upcoming photo shoots we would have with

our models to compose their portfolios.

COPYWRITER ASSISTANT
CHAITHALI RAI

Chaithali is in control of everything word-related, as she
plays the part of the Copywriting assistant of the agency.
She writes blogs, scripts, and much more for the agency.

Chaithali comes from a background of journalism and
literature and she loves to put her wacky, insane thoughts

into sane subtler word frames.
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EMAIL
info@adoremodels.co

 
PHONE

+91-9768855115
 

ADDRESS
Adore models

40, Chapel Rd,
Bandra West, Mumbai,
Maharashtra 400050

CONTACT US:
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